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SUPPLY LIST

 □ Acrylic paint 
(various colors)

 □ Bottlecaps (12)
 □ Box (small)
 □ Brown paper bag
 □ Brown sugar or sand
 □ Buttons
 □ Cans (empty)
 □ Cardstock
 □ Cinnamon
 □ Circle sticker
 □ Clear lay film, 5” x 3.5” 
(overhead projector film)

 □ Clothespins
 □ Construction paper 
(various colors)

 □ Cotton balls
 □ Cotton swabs
 □ Craft sticks, miniature
 □ Crepe paper streamers 
(red, white, or blue)

 □ Crinkle-cut (brown)
 □ Cupcake liner
 □ egg carton
 □ Felt (red, green, 
brown, white)

 □ file folder
 □ fishing line
 □ flour
 □ foam bowl
 □ Foam cup, small
 □ fuzzy balls (orange)
 □ Gathered leaves, 
flowers, sticks, rocks

 □ Glitter
 □ Glue (liquid & stick)
 □ Googly eyes

 □ hole punch
 □ hot glue
 □ hot glue gun
 □ Iron
 □ kid’s sewing needle
 □ Led electric tealight
 □ Magazine clippings 
(something with underwater 
creatures like Kid’s 
National Geographic)

 □ Markers
 □ needle and thread
 □ newspaper
 □ Paintbrushes
 □ Paper (white)
 □ Paper fastener
 □ Paper plates
 □ Paper towel
 □ Paper towel roll
 □ Pen
 □ Pencil
 □ Photos  
(from a child’s trip out of 
state/country, to a museum, 
to grandma’s house, etc.)

 □ Pipe cleaners (black, 
orange, brown, 
white or silver)

 □ Planting soil
 □ Plastic covering (i.e., 
bread, newspaper 
bag) or plastic wrap

 □ Popcorn
 □ Popsicle sticks
 □ ribbon
 □ ribbon candy
 □ rubberbands
 □ salt
 □ scissors

 □ Seeds (apple, 
pumpkin, packet)

 □ shoebox
 □ stickers
 □ straws
 □ string
 □ Tape
 □ Tissue paper (white, red)
 □ Toilet paper rolls
 □ Twine
 □ Water
 □ Wax paper
 □ Wooden “boy” pieces 
from craft store (2)

 □ Yarn (red)
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INTRODUCTION

The creative arts are an essential part of the primary school education. By using the 
activities in this book, you can reinforce number and letter recognition, strengthen fine-
motor skills, and foster creativity and confidence.

This book is intended to be a supplement to the second Grade curriculum. The best way 
to work through these craft activities is to begin with reading all directions (which are directed 
to the teacher) thoroughly and assembling any supplies you will need to complete the project. 
Please note that some activities require adult help, and several of the crafts contain small items.

While the crafts in this book have been carefully chosen to promote skill growth and 
coordination, the most important component is fun. Enjoy each of your creations and the 
time spent with your child making them!
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JOHNNY APPLESEED
Apple Pocket

Supplies:
 □ Apple template
 □ Felt (red, green, and brown)
 □ Yarn (red)
 □ kid’s sewing needle

 □ scissors
 □ Apple seeds
 □ Liquid glue

Teacher Guidelines:
1. Cut out apple template.
2. Trace and cut template twice out of red felt.
3. have child cut a small leaf from green felt and stem from brown felt.
4. hold both sides of apples together and puncture holes or cut slits around ¾ of the 

apple, leaving the top blank.
5. Cut about a foot of red yarn and lace onto child’s needle with a knot on the end.
6. Have the child weave the yarn apple pocket together and tie off at the end.
7. Glue leaf and stem onto the front of the apple pocket.
8. have child place apple seeds into apple pocket.
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THE BOY WHO DREW BIRDS
Bird in Nest

Supplies:
 □ Bird template
 □ Construction paper (orange 
and desired color for bird)

 □ Crinkle-cut (brown)
 □ Cupcake liner

 □ fishing line
 □ Liquid glue
 □ Googly eyes
 □ Yarn

Teacher Guidelines:
1. Cut out bird template, then trace onto construction paper and cut out to make the bird’s 

body (or just have child color template).
2. Cut out three small triangles from orange construction paper for bird’s feet and beak.
3. have child glue googly eyes and beak onto the head.
4. Cut two small pieces of yarn for legs and glue two remaining triangles on the end for feet.
5. Have child fill cupcake liner with brown crinkle-cut for the bird’s nest.
6. Take a small piece of fishing line and tie around one of the bird’s yarn legs to represent 

John Audubon’s tracking method.
7. set the bird inside his nest.
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MCELLIGOT’S POOL
Tin Can Pool

Supplies:
 □ Glue stick
 □ Construction paper (blue, 4” x 8.5” strip)
 □ Construction paper (brown)
 □ 1 empty food can (clean) 

 □ Magazine clippings (something 
with underwater creatures like 
Kid’s National Geographic)

 □ Tape or glue
 □ scissors

Teacher Guidelines:
1. Glue strip of blue construction paper around can.
2. Have child use brown construction paper to make a sign for “McElligot’s Pool” and 

tape or glue onto the can.
3. Use magazines to cut out and put together items child thinks would be in Mcelligot’s 

pool. examples: 
• octopus wearing a hat
• fish wearing tennis shoes
• fish drinking water bottle

4. have child arrange and glue cut-outs onto can.
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THE MONKEY AND THE CROCODILE

Supplies:
 □ scissors
 □ Pencil 
 □ Liquid glue
 □ Googly eyes

Part 1: Crocodile
 □ Crocodile template
 □ Construction paper (green)
 □ White paper
 □ Clothespin

Part 2: Monkey & Mango Tree
 □ Monkey & mango tree template
 □ Construction paper (green, light 

brown, and dark brown)
 □ 3 pipe cleaners (brown)
 □ fuzzy balls (orange)
 □ empty paper towel roll
 □ Tape

Teacher Guidelines:
Part 1: Crocodile
1. Cut out crocodile templates and trace 

onto corresponding colors of construction 
paper. have child cut out shapes from 
construction paper.

2. Glue green triangles onto the middle of the 
white triangles.

3. draw zigzag lines on the white triangles 
around the border of the green triangles, 
then cut them out to form teeth.

4. Have child glue both finished sides onto the 
clothespin, with both white sides facing the 
same way. The flat end should be glued to 
the end of the clothespin that you squeeze, 
so that the mouth (the pointed end) opens.

5. Glue googly eyes at the top of the 
crocodile’s head.

Part 2: Monkey and Mango Tree
1. Cut out templates for the monkey. Trace 

and cut onto corresponding light and dark 
brown construction paper.

2. Glue small, light brown semi-circles onto 
monkey’s ears and light brown oval onto 
his mouth.

3. draw a smile onto the oval.
4. Glue googly eyes onto the monkey’s head.
5. Glue monkey’s head onto body.
6. Poke two holes on each side of the monkey’s 

body (holes shown in square formation on 
template), for arm and leg holes.

7. Take two brown pipe cleaners and wrap 
them around paper towel holder and into 
the holes on the monkey.

8. Fold pipe cleaners down to secure, then cut 
remainder off.

9. Take third brown pipe cleaner and wrap 
around your finger to make a curly tail. 
Then tape it to the paper towel holder under 
the monkey’s body.

10. Cut out mango leaf template and trace and 
cut out 5 times from green construction paper.

11. Tape ends of all 5 leaves together in a star 
formation. Then tape the cener of the star 
formation to the top of your tree.

12. Glue orange, fuzzy balls (mangoes) at the top 
of the paper towel holder, underneath leaves.


